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94 Christine Guillebaud

. Document 7: Parisian Tram announcement (Line 3b). "Ella Fitzgerald-
Grands Moulins de Pantin" Station.

Recited by thé singer Jane Birkin, thé announcement was also recorded using
a mâle voice with a British accent.

It provokes a deflecting effect, a tiny invitation to dream and travel.
Thé usual approach to sound signaling in public places, which is gener-
ally purely functional, is reversed. Hère, thé effect of thé "real voices"
is striking: thé stations sound like places, and thé litany of thé stations
becomes thé text of thé city. Moreover, thé random variation of thé dif-
ferent voices makes each journey unique (one can never, in thé strictest
sensé, take thé same trip).

(vacarme. org)

Conclusion

Thé ethnography of thé sound space of thé Indian station first illustrâtes
that in a compétitive context it is finally thé contrasted occupation of
thé différent strata of thé sound spectrum that effectively créâtes social
interaction. Thé examples of thé criers' voices as well as thé voice of thé
lottery are to be seen as complex practices of sound manipulation where
thé désire for prominence is not only operated through parameters of
intensity but rather of tone, prosody, and time structure. In this sound
environment that is so distinctively unique in density, thé acoustic events
are organized at différent scales, while relying on auditive acuity serving
économie stakes and allowing efficient management of thé crowd on a
daily basis. By comparing thèse public voices in their temporality and
their spatiality, we hâve remarked that sound does not create anything
in and of itself (ontologically) but rather has thé potential to generate
action and co-action that sets apart thé expérience of thé travelers. Thé
approach that we hâve used is therefore in line with thé présent efforts
of social science researchers to address thé perception/action dyad in
particular through thé category ofaffordance (Thibaud 2010, 2011, Pec-
queux 2012). 13

speaking "of affordance of events", implies not only situating oneself
within a général frame where perception means situated accomplishment-
véritable action-but more so measuring how certain events do much more
than simply attract our attention. Indeed, they impose themselves on our
présent activities, that is, provoke a reorganization of our activity from thé
avoidance of an obstacle (such as after hearing a horn) to more subtle and
less mechanical reorganizations.

(Pecqueux 2012: 222)
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Thé example of thé sound environment of thé Indian bus station can be easily
placed among thé "less mechanical" forms of action (and réaction). It relies
upon multiple forms of attention on thé part of thé travelers and weaves
together perceptive focals that are produced both by thé sounds and recon-
figured according to thé effects of thé différent events. There is nonetheless
one additional dimension that seems to escape thé category of affordance:
thé auto-generated nature of thé sound productions (that we hâve identified
in this chapter thanks to thé notion of émergence). Thé sound forms regu-
late themselves in situ beyond thé sole and individual intervention of each
producer of sound, and yet, do not result from thé simple addition of thèse.

At this stage of thé analysis, we would like to suggest that it is necessary to
identify at least two types of affordance: thé first, that we shall call "simple",
is of a monopolistic order, as is thé case with voices in centralized stations;
thé second, that we shall call "complex", unfurls itself according to diverse
and yet simultaneous channels and is in part auto-generated.

It is likely that new ethnographies should be carried out in other public
spaces in order to hone thé criteria of this distinction between "simple"
and "complex" affordance (see Table 4. 1); or even to open thé way toward
thé considération of other types of affordance. In thé meantime, thé study
of thé Indian bus station furnishes a wider empirical foundation for future
work that will focus more generally on thé modalities of daily attention in
what is today commonly called "city mobility-places" (Hennion 2012).14
Finally, with thé central place that this study gives to vocal production (and
création), it should also spark larger diversification in fieldwork conducted
classically by vocal anthropology (Feld et al. 2004, Le Breton 2011). If thé
intrinsically emotional dimension of thé voice justly deserves targeted stud-
ies in thé artistic and ritual sphères, daily city life remains a topic to be
explored, in thé sensé that natural and artificial voices contribute differently
to our ordinary ways to interact, to behave in a crowd or even to appropri-
ate terntones.

Table 4. 1 Two types of affordances.

Simple Affordance Complex Affordance

Acoustic Salience: monopolistic
Univocal Sound Layers
Individual focalization

Acoustic Salience: multiple
Sound layers in perspective
(cf. Lottery voice)
Auto-generated collective forms

Notes

l This research has been developed through thé MILSON program (Pour une
anthropologie des MILieux SONores/For an anthropology of sound environ-
ments) that l hâve had thé honor of directing since 2011 with thé support of thé






